
Reviewing the Review – Money
in the Bank 2014
Over  the years Money in the Bank has been one of the more
reliable shows on the PPV….er I mean Special Event calendar.
The ladder matches were clearly going to dominate this show
and the rest of the stuff on the card was just there to fill
in the gaps left by having fourteen people in two matches.
Let’s get to it.

The pre-show saw Daniel Bryan return for an interview to talk
about his status. The update wasn’t too promising: his arms
aren’t getting their strength back and there’s talk about a
second operation. If that’s the case, word on the street has
him  out  another  six  months  to  a  year.  That’s  a  horrible
situation but I’d much rather have him out that long and able
to walk when he’s forty than get another year of matches. Bo
Dallas came out and told Bryan to Bo-lieve which led nowhere.

The opening PPV match was an awesome back and forth fight with
the Usos retaining the titles against the Wyatts. Both teams
looked awesome out there and it’s the kind of match where the
Wyatts don’t lose face by not winning the belts. The near
falls in this were very hot and the fans got way into things
as a result. A hot tag match is usually the best option for an
opener and this was no exception. Luke Harper continues to be
as awesome as you can be while still being a Bruiser Brody
inspired lackey to a Louisiana cult leader. Really solid stuff
here and I’d be fine with a rematch.

Ambrose continued his awesome streak of promos by wondering if
he should use a ladder to get the briefcase or crush Rollins’
face. Dean is just feeling it right now and is one step off,
making him all the more interesting to watch. The showdown is
going to be white hot when it happens.
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Naomi and Paige tried to do something different in the Divas
Title match with some nice athletic stuff, but at the end of
the day this was more about Cameron and Naomi’s impending
split. You know, because we’re supposed to care about Cameron
because she’s a STAR. The match was fine but nothing I’m going
to remember two days later. Actually that’s true as I had to
read the description to remember what happened.

Damien Sandow was Paul Revere and got beaten up by Adam Rose.
I guess they were seven minutes short or something.

Before  the  briefcase  match,  we  got  some  old  school  style
interviews from the participants talking about how they were
going to win. I loved these as they take like fifteen seconds
apiece and give you a quick look at each person. Why haven’t
these been a regular thing in twenty years?

Seth Rollins won the Money in the Bank briefcase in a good and
entertaining match. Well entertaining most of the time at
least as some of the high spots had me terrified. Thankfully
no one seemed to be too badly banged up as a result. The main
story was of course Rollins vs. Ambrose as their showdown
continues  to  look  awesome.  After  leaving  with  a  shoulder
injury, Ambrose came back and almost won the case, but Kane
ran interference to give Rollins the win.

It’s such a simple idea but more importantly than that, IT
MAKES SENSE. Kane works for the organization Rollins is a part
of, so why wouldn’t he come down to help? It also sets up a
potential match for Dean against Kane, though hopefully it’s
on a Smackdown or something so that it doesn’t take up a ton
of time. The rest of the match was nothing special and no one
really stood out, save for Swagger for some power stuff at
times.

Goldust/Stardust beat Ryback/Curtis Axel in the same match
they’ve had multiple times now. Another TV match.

Rusev beat Big E. Again. It was slightly better than their



last effort but it didn’t make things any more interesting.

Layla beat Summer Rae with Fandango as guest referee. Fandango
is a lucky man and that’s about it.

Cena won the title again in another ladder match. The ending
was exactly what it should have been, but I would have liked
the challengers to do a little big more on the way to the
obvious ending. Cena had to win given how things are looking
heading into Summerslam so I’m fine with that. Would it have
hurt  them  to  let  Wyatt  and  Cesaro  not  look  like  such
afterthoughts  though?

Post match Cena was called the greatest WWE Champion of all
time. This made me roll my eyes, though I get why they say it.
For those of you that aren’t up on your history, the statement
isn’t laughable but it’s certainly not correct.

Overall Money in the Bank’s big matches worked but it felt
more like a formality than a show you needed to see. The
ladder matches were both good and entertaining enough for the
$10 (something I skipped: the announcers were HAMMERING in the
idea of getting the Network. It seems clear that the PPV
providers are about to be gone in full very fast. Not a
surprise at all when you think about it though) but the other
matches  save  for  the  tag  match  were  horrible  or  totally
meaningless. That’s not a great selling point for a big show.

Remember to follow me on Twitter @kbreviews and pick up my new
book of on the History of Survivor Series at Amazon for just
$3.99 at:

And check out my Amazon author page with wrestling books for
under $4 at:


